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All equipment - no school IT or resources required

Differentiated activities for EYFS, KS1 and KS2

Engaging workshops that cover your curriculum (see over)

Whole class groups (approx. 30 students) 

Full or half-days available 

Educational handouts and worksheets included

Pupil's creations can remain with you

Photos and videos are optional and shared with you

Feedback can be taken from children and staff 

Post-session report & evaluation available (extra cost)

Option for blended or online learning on some workshops

Sphero -Maths
Mazes and
Crazy Golf

Suitable
for 

Y3 - Y6

This day involves
measuring angles,
distance and time
by coding the
Sphero around our
mazes.
Applying this to our
9-hole Sphero golf
course means that
this engaging day is
so much fun pupils
often don't realise
they're doing
maths!

 Face to Face 

Drone Coding - 
Maths Search

and Rescue

Measure distance
and time by coding a
drone to search an
area.  Planning a
route to rescue a
casualty and take
them to hospital. 
 Then use
coordinates to
search for three
boats.  This
engaging day is so
much fun pupils
often don't realise
they're doing maths!

Suitable
for

Y3 - Y6
 Face to Face 

At Skill Supply we are passionate about inspiring
the engineers and scientists of the future...

Maths Workshops

What's Included? 

Workshop Options -
There is maths in all our workshops but here are some that have the most in!

Sphero - 
Letters Numbers
Colours & Shapes

Pupils use our
tablets to direct the
Sphero to draw
shapes and letters,
and make them
change colours.
Developing fine
motor skills and
creativity in these
young engineers by
following number
mazes, knocking
skittles over and
even using them to
paint with!

Suitable
for

R - Y2
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 Face to Face 

Crumble -
Autonomous

Vehicles

Hands-on
experience making
and learning how
autonomous
machines by making
and coding vehicles.  
Take on the
challenges to make
your machine move
autonomously and
learn how these
technologies are
being used and
developed in the
real world.

Suitable
for

Y3 - Y6

Face to Face
 blended or

online
 learning

Pupils use maths in
all of these
workshops in
different ways
Working as part of a
team, pupils take
measurements and
analyse their data
from cars, boats,
airships or rockets.
Take a look at our Air
Power Science page
for more details on
each workshop.

Air Power
Science

Workshops

Suitable
for 

R - Y6
 Face to Face 
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Develop understanding of
people beyond their experience
and challenge stereotypes

Learn from mistakes and
feedback and increase
resilience to failure

Understand the impact of
STEM on everyday life

After-School ClubsDid you know we run After-School

clubs on most of our STEM themes? 

We take the bookings and
payments, all you need to provide is

the space (and the children!).More info athttps://skillsupply.co.uk/skillclubs/

Maths: Programming robots; measuring, shapes,
perimeters, turns and angles of rotation,
coordinates Measure and record  lengths and
heights,  mass/weight, volume and time.  Use
appropriate units. 2-D and 3-D shapes and their
properties, including angles

Science: Develops understanding of the world
around them.  Use equipment to perform simple
tests, make observations  report on findings, identify
similarities or differences, make conclusions

A full day's workshop with a class (approx. 30 pupils) from as
little as £385. (This can be split into two half-day sessions for two
classes if the workshop is suitable). A half-day session on it's own
is £275. 

CPD sessions for teachers and staff start at £132 for an hour
(day and half-day rates also available).

We regularly apply for grants to support sessions in schools and
usually advertise these via email and social media.  Get in touch to
be added to our mailing list to be first to hear.

Each activity was exciting and fun but it also made
the children work together in teams to find the best
solution.  The whole day was  really interesting and

the children loved it! - Year 3/4 teacher

I enjoyed the boat task because we
eventually found out the problem and fixed
it #problemsolving! - Year 5 pupil

Contact Us:

Embed and extend knowledge 
and skills. Use imagination and
creativity in their learning

Improves digital literacy.
Preparation for the
increasingly technological
world

Develop curious, interested
learners, creative and critical
thinkers. Investigate and
experience things.

Improve personal and social
skills. Active learning to
develop concentration

Develop team working and
communication and
resilience skills

Encourage independent
learning, develop problem
solving and creative learning

Increase confidence to be
innovative and creative in
different ways

OFSTED Curriculum Links 
(dependent on workshop)

Engage and motivate children, 
promote a sense of achievement
and a commitment to learning 

10/10 I enjoyed making the
buggies the best - Year 5 pupil

Computing: Use computational thinking to design,
write and debug programs to control physical
systems. 

Literacy: Working in groups, expressing opinions
and hypothesising. Using correct technical language

D & T: apply their understanding of computing to
program, monitor and control their products.  How
key events in tech have shaped the world
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Motivates to pursue STEM 
related careers

Skills for Life

Pricing


